I. Call to Order – 7:40pm
II. Opening Roll Call
III. Approval of the Agenda
   a. Motion to approve, seconded
   b. Objection, motion to approve AR-506 to New Business, seconded, approved
   c. Motion to add Joe Ambrose under representative reports, seconded, approved
   d. Motion to add Aaron Cahen under representative reports, seconded, approved
   e. Motion to approve amended agenda; seconded, approved
IV. Approval of the Previous Minutes
   a. Minutes from 11th meeting on November 10th, 2015 (Sent via email)
      i. Motion to approve, seconded, approved
V. Guest Speakers
   a. Trey Boynton – Director of MESA
      i. Hi everyone. Everything I’m talking about is on our website mesa.umich.edu. I’m interested in talking about how CSG and MESA are friends and have shared work. Super quick elevator speech of what we do…we were founded in 1971, out of the Black action movement and other movements for a space that looks at race and ethnicity. Our mission is student development through the lens of race and ethnicity. We do several programs run by students and advise student organizations, peer mentorship, acting as advisors and a funding body for that. We also do growing allies retreats every semester around intersection…race and another issue…last semester was race and class. We do reflection and education about that topic. Your work is in conjunction with students. Lastly, social justice education and leadership development through the organizations we advise and our staff, we believe that there is an opportunity to learn by doing, its applicable to whatever you want to do later. Event planning, team work, project leadership, goals, running events, are all important to do, this year we’re piloting…I’ve been on campus for a while…in housing, etc, we’re starting to deliver new content, race and ethnicity workshops for the school of social work, talking about race is a critical skill. We hope to pilot that and other culture/race and ethnicity workshops. Something not out yet but I’m hoping will happen in January is a part of our website coach yourself up to learn on your own…its hard to talk about race and we’re trying to have current events, when I get that up and running I’d love to send you a link and share it. Lastly, how can we be friends with CSG? We can be your friends, we fund a lot of cultural diversity based programming with some sense of a rubric it goes through, and we provide funding. If you have a requester group
that is cultural/ethnically based, send them our way for funding. We also have a student lounge, please send students who are programming, there are a lot of cultural/ethnically-based organizations on campus. We look to provide support for them, it’s part of a leadership experience to provide support and navigate that. We’re launching walk in advising if you want to talk about programming, staff retreats, anything thinking about organization’s goals come hang out with us and we’ll help you. Lastly we are for everyone…there’s a perception that we are built for communities of color and that’s a part of our history. If you have any ethnicity (which everyone does) you’re welcome in MESA. Everyone is welcome and we’re willing to do whatever you’re passionate about and open to hearing what you need. Questions?

1. Thomas – You mentioned talking about race…have you or MESA talked about the race and ethnicity requirement in LSA? Thoughts?
A- Part of what’s challenging is that it’s critically important skill…talking across differences is a skill. I just looked at a report about inclusive leadership. In order to be successful you need people who work on diverse teams. If after graduation you don’t know how to talk about differences, we’ve failed. The race and ethnicity requirement gets at that but doesn’t solve the problem.

2. David – Can you explain some of the MESA work with Trotter Center? A – MESA and Trotter used to be under one entity, in the past year VP Royster Harper said that because of the energy around Trotter it needed its own leadership and so did MESA. We live as neighbors…we’re collaborative and in close communication. The director and I are very close and talk often. We’re collaborative like family and do complimentary things. They’re a facility and we’re not…we don’t have that space and do different work through one lens.

3. David – Misconception is that it’s for students of color. How do you suggest other students utilize MESA? A- When I think about a strategic plan, I think it’s trying to get the work solid in what we do already. Thinking about cultural/ethnic organizations is a pathway to do that. Organizations like the Polish students, Swedish students, as well as ones such as the Black Student Union. Letting those organizations know they have a place. By doing workshops, thinking about professional development, if you think the race and ethnicity workshop will be helpful, lets do it. After that workshop, then the word starts to get out.
4. Joe – Intersectionality…? A – The Allies development program with race and another identity is done twice a year.

5. Cam – Embracing multiculturalism, how is that reflected in your events? A – It’s not about to educate about race, that would be a disservice, part of understanding why that’s important is educating about experience and difference. It’s like a sandwich, pb and j. It’s awesome to put them together that’s how change can happen. Understanding unique experiences and understanding what brings us together and commonality.

6. Catherine – What are the ways you see CSG and MESA working together? A – Funding and collaborative piece, having them consult with us.

7. Catherine (follow-up) - Advocating for you? A- Yes as partners. I know you have committees, we’re happy to meet with them and explain our philosophy, which can be collaboration. Lastly, any kind of workshop development we’d be up for that.

8. Alex – If CSG is looking to do initiate collaboration and make changes happen, through MESA? A – Yes, I’m working with the Muslim coalition to find out their needs…contacting the facilities person for reflection rooms, reaching out to locations, I did that with unions folks, if you’ve got it, love to have that.

ii. Trey - Thank you for the space I appreciate it. Come by and hang out, you don’t need an appointment just come and chill. Anytime significant events happen we have the TV on and are chilling!

1. David – Hours of MESA? A – 8:30am-5:30pm.

b. Michigan Union Architects

i. Noah – currently going through building design process and they’ve come to get our feedback

ii. Loren – I want to introduce a few people who you should know. Cam and Steven are both on the students renovation advisory committee. Ian Savas is with Building a Better Michigan, and the union director. For about 10 years we’re been trying to improve housing, dining, rec sports, unions. Starting in 2011, the chair of representatives/rec sports said we need to improve buildings. They started lobbying campaign to create Building a Better Michigan. In 2013, there was a fundamental CSG partnership. We worked very hard to convince the regents for a student fee to renovate rec sports and unions. Mitchell field is now open and the IM sports building is renovating, we’re just beginning the process of union building dreaming. It’s the early part of the process. By the end of the academic year we hope
to wrap up architectural program. We’re grateful to have your precious time. Appreciate the partnership.

iii. Architect – Thrilled to be back on campus. This building opened in the early 1900s, it was designed for a different student profile, less students and students that behaved differently in different ways. Before we figure out places in the building, we need to know purpose of building…the first step is to dig into the culture.

iv. Nick – Intercept interviews, I intercept students and ask them questions to dig into what is life like here and you need to know the student base.

v. Architect – Jobs to be done workshop. Were going to present different placards with different statements about why student would spend time in this building. There are 20 cards; we’re going to fan out into different corners.

vi. Architect – Tell us your organization, things you added and subtracted, what’s most important?
   1. Assembly member – A hub of all the orgs on campus, civic engagement, collaboration.
   2. Aaron – A hub, where everyone wants to go. Food, study lounges, one stop shop. Took out entrepreneurship, too specific. Supposed to be the campus center.
   3. Assembly member – Heart of Michigan, better food, a place anyone can come, a place that represents Michigan.
   4. Assembly member – Took out meet new people, entrepreneurship. We added tradition and history, more lounge space. Focus on civic engagement, clubs, and spaces for student orgs.

vii. Thank you for your time, I’m hearing from some of the group that there’s idealism to the campus. Then there’s the practical side of food, comforts. We know how to provide food, etc. which of these things does the building do well?
   1. Assembly members - Study rooms and students resources. It’s not the heart of the school. It provides conference spaces and study spaces, isn’t doing its best job right now there’s a lot to be done. There’s a lot of wasted space. Tower to be used, ADA compliant, expanded space for mental health services. CAPS is a droopy place. Food is great…Starbucks. More space in basement to eat food. More space for student groups.

viii. What about CSG space?
   1. Joe – LSA student government has a chalkboard wall. That’d be sweet.
   2. Cam – Study spaces.
3. Jacob – Bigger space for chambers.
4. Cooper – It’s supposed to be a community space and a small percentage of campus can barely fit in here, it’s not conducive to open meetings.
5. Eva – Can’t see peoples faces, cramped.

iv. Are there other groups you wish you were closer to?
   1. Ben – Same floor as student orgs so they’re not divided. Would create conducive environment for student involvement in student government.
   2. Sarah – More open space and welcoming.

ix. Motion to extend time by 15 minutes, seconded, approved.
   1. Allie – Having all office spaces on one floor.
   2. Jesse – If there’s gonna be bigger spaces…there should be music it makes the scene much better.
   3. Wes – A big problem with the current space is half the stuff is retrofitted into this space, making spaces more efficient. Multipurpose spaces.
   4. David – I don’t think CSG should be on the 3rd floor, should be towards the lobby. Students have to know CSG is here. We need to be accommodating. People don’t do that since it’s on the 3rd floor.

x. Thank you for letting us join you and we can’t wait to update you. Renovations will occur in 2018. The university asked us to hold off because of the bicentennial. There’s about $80 million allocated to this project. Half goes to replacing and updating the plumbing and electrical that was put in in 1919. The balance will go to things you’re talking about. Student spaces. A little over half of that money comes from student fees, unions paying debt service, student life and university put in some cash. Staff parking permits and athletics are paying for some also. Thank you for your campus leadership, for everything you do on campus, for students, and we appreciate what you do.

VI. Community Concerns
   a. Pooled BAMN Time:
      i. I want to start by saying thank you to those who did for voting for the resolution for sanctuary campus. This is not the end. What happened last week was unprincipled. It was a reflection of this university’s attitude towards immigrant students. Swathi and Austen what you did was dishonest and unprincipled. Anyone who feels like you have to ask for permission from the administration…you shouldn’t be on student government. This
assembly should represent the students and your actual positions. I want to give an example of why it’s important for UM to be a sanctuary campus. Last Friday we had the court hearing for the charges against the protesters from the regents meeting. We had a lot of people in the courtroom, which made an impact on the judge. The judge was putting pressure on the prosecutor to lower the charges on members from assault to jostling. He was sympathetic to their situation. The University of Michigan arrested José who has been speaking in classes and in student government last year; we’ve had a BAMN table petitioning by Espresso Royal since the beginning of the semester. Today a cop comes by arrest him there and says he’s trespassing with no warning. This is exactly why last week we called out the administration at the diversity summit for trying to intimidate and stop students on campus. It’s outrageous. This is the university being afraid of any honest open debate discussion and action around racism on this campus. Last month, 2 days before the public tribunal a police officer intimidated the church and lied to them and the church cancelled. Our tribunal is now in 2 days we got another venue; they tried to stop us by coming to our table and using police repression against our leaders. This is exactly why it’s important for this university to declare itself a sanctuary campus and why CSG should take that position. This is UM policy and its gross and it has to stop. It’s ridiculous that José and Justin have not been able to come and speak to these meetings, they should be guest speakers. For something like this to happen today. Jose was released within a half hour because they weren’t holding them they were just trying to intimidate us. He was back on South U organizing. We’re not gonna be stopped. For immigrant students on this campus the message that that sends is that you should not feel safe on this campus and you should feel that if you’re outspoken as a leader you should be afraid to do that. We need to continue fighting, we are gonna continue fighting, we’re confident in the power of the student movement to win. This is why there haven’t been more undocumented students coming to these meetings. This is something we’ve seen at UC Berkeley…a progressive space…we see undocumented students being taken from their dorms. Students feel like they cannot speak especially to CSG. To be honest the 9 in favor
and 12 abstaining give me hope for what CSG is and can be. The university says we might get rid of the scholarship for undocumented students. They continue to press these charges...they know José and Justin are undocumented and can be deported. They know this and are targeting them. They have this info already. Sargent Carrel or something I have their names they are part of UM police, who do they answer to, the university administration. They have their stamp of approval.

We had our table every day Monday-Friday as often as possible wither by Espresso Royale or by Walgreens; we were there this entire time. They don’t tell you what is university property and what isn’t. We were under the impression that we had the right to be in those spots. The officers were constantly coming by looking at us. This was a conscious decision to do it 2 days before our tribunal. They know that the student movement is already here. Were going to continue to become stronger as we stand as one. I know a lot of people think of BAMN as a radical group, If they get away with this, they’re going to be coming for everybody. It’s despicable and unacceptable. We’re students at the 8th richest public university in the nation and undocumented students can’t come to CSG because they’re afraid of the power of the administration. I am imploring you to stand with this student movement that will continue to fight with or without you. We have a tribunal this Thursday at 7, José will be there, as will Justin and myself who’ve been coming to you every week. I want to thank the people who voted for our resolution. CSG has to be acting as leaders for students and for Michigan. An important part of MI is the immigrant communities. In SW Detroit, Latino families. In Dearborn, Arabic people, those are the people you guys should be fighting for and acting on behalf of. The students who elected you want you to make sure UM is a sanctuary campus including immigrants from all over Michigan. The students see us as reps as well. We have over 2k signatures on our sanctuary campus resolution. We have been out here and organizing for months and months. In the past 10 years the things that have caused the biggest struggles in the nation have been immigrant rights and police brutality. Millions of undocumented students decided to fight against racist anti immigrant law that would mean that everyone who knew of
undocumented person had to turn them over to ICE. They did everything they had to do to make sure that got out. They said we have to do this and they did it, whatever they had to do. They marched for miles and miles to make sure this law was dead. There was a march in LA with 1.5 million people, I grew up in a mostly Latino part of south central and went to that march as well. It took 6 or 8 hours to move 3 blocks because it was that powerful. On that day nothing moved in the nation but the immigrant rights movement. The other thing is police brutality, racist police murder. Baltimore and Ferguson have set a new tone for the country. All of that is something that us as leaders have to put ourselves in front of. Thank you to those who voted and those who didn’t. From now till there’s actual full equality all over the world these issues are gonna define all of our lives. Those who choose not to speak for the oppressed are gonna be irrelevant. This is the University of Michigan and we need to represent the interests of the public of the people from Detroit, from Flint not the rich and powerful, our resolution needs to have stuff around UM publicly stating it’s a sanctuary campus, and explicitly call for a state DREAM act for students to have real access to financial aid. This public university needs to be fighting for the interests of all people in Michigan no matter of their status, race, etc. Thank you to those who voted yes. This can be a source of optimism if you take this seriously. Rick Snyder is closing off Michigan to Syrian refugees. This is frightening and terrifying. If you ignore this you’re complicit in this. When the US closed their borders during WWII…this is how laws work, when MI closes its borders to Syrian refugees…you have the power to change that. As students and as representatives, the people from the administration come in as guest speakers and the community concerns sit on the floor. The person from MESA they’re a product of student struggle, if they succeed in doing that they’re going to go after BAMN, we can be overly white supremacist now. BAMN is the canary in the coalmine. If the administration has its way to succeed in stifling descent and pressing charges on peaceful protestors, all other kinds of student resistance….

ii. Motion to extend time by 2 minutes, seconded, approved.
b. All other kinds of student resistance will be stifled. Even if you don’t agree with BAMN policies you must agree with the principle of free speech. It’s sad to me that this administration prefers to provide a sanctuary for rapists but not for undocumented students, think about the impact of your vote. Think about what principles you’re implicitly supporting. We also recorded the video of José being arrested (plays video). You can put your principles into action; Lamin was there during our picket and in the courtroom.

VII. Executive Communications
   a. Cooper – It’s clear our nation and the world are facing old and new challenges and they are greatly affecting the students on our campus and others. CSG published a solidarity statement with Mizzou and other schools. We recognize Michigan is not exempt to this hostile climate and must take responsibility. I want to take a moment to communicate that all members of our UM family currently abroad are safe, and our thoughts go out to Paris, Beirut and around the world.

VIII. Report of the Speaker
   a. Noah – The semester is nearing an end, keep working on your initiatives. There’s still a lot of time this term, keep going strong. I’m available for questions. Thank you for staying engaged through the long meetings. We don’t have a lot of time so thank you.
   b. Catherine – I’m going abroad and others are too, show up to things… if you’re remotely interested in attending the tribunal show up for 30 minutes, show up. That goes for any sort of event you’re interested in. Make the most of your time on campus.

IX. Representative Reports
   a. Atatan Tin
      i. I’m an international student and engineering rep. Today I want to share some background info on an initiative, the international federation. The goal of the idea is to unite all international orgs on campus under an umbrella org. We would be contributing to global initiative efforts. We know that UM has been a great leader in global initiatives. There are more than 30, 40 international orgs across campus. When we talk to their presidents we see a miscommunication between the administration and the orgs. We want to create a bridge that would compensate for this gap. Things that this federation might do…unify resources of all international orgs to connect domestic students going abroad with international students, prospective international students having access to their country’s org, lack of interaction between all these societies. We want to promote inter society interactions. They create events but lack inter society interactions. A brief idea of what we’re working on so far. Wanted
to see if anyone’s interested in getting involved reach out to me and Cooper. We’re seeing some administration people as well.

1. Zach – For international student orgs or multiethnic? A – Great question. First idea was to specifically target international students. We didn’t go into detail into defining the boundaries. It’s unifying all resources for serving university global initiative efforts.

b. Joe Ambrose – I was disappointed with turnout of last weeks meeting. We all have busy schedules but we all committed to this. Knowing that the vote on the resolution was 30 something votes, that was disappointing. Also, I think that abstentions are used if you don’t feel qualified to vote on a resolution. Having been here, I feel like we were all… it was our responsibility to be educated on the issue. I was at a loss for words on why there were so many abstentions. That’s a disservice to those who elected you.

c. Aaron Cahen – There was a composting thing that turned into a broader look at sustainability. After, dining did a program analysis into improving sustainability. We’re combing through that and seeing what matches up with the administration info. Also some experiences don’t match up with what university policies are. We want to see where disconnect happened. If you’re interested to figure out disconnections please reach out. Also Cooper and I were talking about how to get us all involved at least once a month. Everyone should be engaged and part of an event at least once a month. Well send out a survey to rank 5 initiatives you think are important. Similar to a survey for the student body to see what their focuses are on what initiatives. Anybody interested reach out.

X. Committee Reports

a. Rules Committee
   i. Jared – Had meeting, Farah showed up. Talked about 2 resolutions. If you remember we talked about how we want absences to be assessed. Other than that we didn’t really change that much.

b. Finance Committee
   i. Jake – We talked about 2 resolutions, one to fund water refill stations. Primary concern is discussing locations, which takes time we’ll be referring that to campus improvement commission. Also wanting to mark CSG logo or sticker that it’ll be done again. Resolution to fund Maize and Blue Cupboard will be tabled to see what we can do within our ability to fund things.
      1. Hannah – should 014 not be on agenda? A – Just recently we determined need to make some adjustments.
      2. Joe – 013/016 both passed, no longer have legislative discretionary funding… A – We can discuss that at finance committee.

c. Communications Committee
i. Katy- Thanks Bryce for the Photoshop skills, we’re working to create a Snapchat CSG geotag. We’re working with the UM Instagram to get more followers and have giveaways.

d. Resolutions Committee
i. Swathi – We met Sunday, more successful than usual with attendance. Yield to Austen.

ii. Austen – I did more research, SLS does a good job of directing students to Michigan Immigrant Rights services for free. It does extend to grad students.
   1. Ramon – Last week’s resolution withdrawn? A – Yes.

XI. Election and Recall of Members
XII. New Business
a. AR5-06 A Resolution To Provide Funding for Additional Library and Study Space Power Outlets
i. Caroline – I’m an Engineering rep and attend Engineering student government meetings. Engineering office hours are held in the UGLI basement. I want to make an initiative to spend some of budget doing that. We do have extra budget would be good to fit in other campus spaces both central and north.

ii. Kevin – In January 2015, the 4th assembly passed a resolution to have more UGLI outlets. There were problems in installation and it made some installation impossible due to fire code. Resolution was created to address need for outlets around campus and continuing commitment CSG made. Proposing remainder of legislative discretionary as allocation initial suggestions. The last meeting of this semester is 2 weeks from now. The amount is negotiable, Want to include flexibility for facility coordinators.
   1. Zach – Original plan was for some outlets to go in UGLI basement. Administration never gave us answer of why that didn’t happen. A – They said they ran out of money and the basement was last.

   2. Zach (follow-up)– How to overcome fire hazards? A- Example of fire hazard, if a cord goes across an aisle causing fire hazards, outlet has to be reached in non-obstructed way. Only way to do that is new outlets in floor but then you get into the foundation. Using funds given now to accommodate the given infrastructure currently in the library.


   4. Kathryn – Did they say it would be possible? A – They suggested we meet with them and fire marshals to discuss different solutions.
5. Kevin – Proposal emphasizes campus wide study spaces not just libraries.

6. David – To clarify, no guarantee if main object is UGLI basement, should we hold off until after you talk to people/the libraries, etc? A – We can table discussion or turn down resolution.

7. David (follow-up) – Confused, specifically references those places, there’s no guarantee we can do it. A – The library facilities coordinator said come to us with money and we can work from there.

8. Zach – Last year we talked to them before the resolution, when’s the next meeting? We wanted to expand outlets in places that didn’t have them. A – Meet with Caroline and I after the meeting.


10. Jacob (follow-up) – Would authors be interested in including clause that asks for receipts, only if they have proof of doing and showing receipts, we would pay them back, I’m hesitant to transfer a block sum to the library. Would author be willing to specify on receipt disbursement basis? A – Hesitant to do that, sends signal of mistrust. We previously gave them significant amount of money. All that money went towards that and none diverted elsewhere.

11. Joe – Do funds roll over to next semester? A – Yes, 2 sources applicable, one would rollover.


13. Jared (follow-up) – Should be where as clause? A – We’ll look at it.

iii. Comments on how to improve

1. David – Don’t want to send mistrust signal but I agree with Jacob, I suggest holding off until you can clear that it’s okay before giving up money.

2. Zach – They didn’t quite deliver on what they told us they were going to. I’m hesitant until we can get more of a concrete plan. They came up with excuses and this is an important issue to a lot of students and I don’t want to rush forward to have them fall short of their promises once again. I want it to be more specific.

XIII. Old Business

a. A.R. 5-011: A Resolution to Amend the Operating Procedures to Change the Counting of Absences for Assembly Members

i. Ramon – Will begin with swearing in and after that will be the second round of absences. Semester will still continue, on a term basis. We added
a resolved clause at the end to clarify that the absences you can gain will be added to fall term.

1. David – Representative orientation people elected in November? A – No, they are given something by resolutions, that’s not spelled out like there is for 1st orientation.
2. David (follow-up) – Not something to accrue absences from? A-Correct.
3. Cooper– Can you explain again? A- Absences start accruing at the first meeting. Last meeting up until November elections and new people. Absent count resets and begins new absence term. December 1st swear in most likely will be beginning of new term. This balances more amount of meetings in each term.
4. Travis - When will this start? A – Immediately, for next winter term.

ii. Proposed amendments –none
iii. Vote – Yes: 35 No: 0
1. Motion passes unanimously

b. A.R. 5-012: A Resolution to Amend the Operating Procedures to Clarify How Penalties to Gallery Members Are Given
   i. Ramon- We’re doing exactly what we said it was unclear before this is to make it clear. Speaker absences penalties. If the legislative body thinks speaker is wrong, they can motion to have penalty assessed or removed. IT’s pretty straightforward. Set up 2/3-majority vote to asses penalty.
      1. Farah – Penalty/offense used interchangeably? A – Good question. Offenses are what they do wrong. Penalties are how we deal with that.
      2. Alex – Compare to current procedure? A – Procedure is the same just unclear as to who assesses offenses.
      3. David – Is there a sample list of offenses? Individual beliefs may stall procedure A – Yes, Jared will read out now that talks about conduct.
   ii. Jared – Speaking out of turn, hate speech, applause, acts of violence, failure to comply, etc.
      1. Zach – Anything about lifelong bans or penalties? A – Isn’t such a thing. We try not to straddle future assemblies with our problems or issues. What this assembly might find offensive the next assembly may not.
   iii. Ramon – After the 5th offense, become ineligible for rest of year, could come back for new assembly. If physical violence, there’s other laws that will take care of that.
1. David – Statute of limitations, does it have to be immediately? A – No timetable.

iv. Ramon – Punishments are warning, speaking privileges revoked, can’t speak at next meeting, can’t speak at next 2 meetings. If we think current speaker isn’t giving correct offense you can say so at next meeting, retroactively.

v. Proposed amendments – none

vi. Vote – Yes: 35 No 0

1. Motion passes unanimously

c. A.R. 5-013: A Resolution to Allocate Funds to Purchase Additional Water Refill Stations

i. Kevin – To review proposal again we were approached about CSG funding more refill stations on campus. Request was 15k split. Plan is to transfer project to Barbara and OCS. To determine student desires of where should be located and geographical maps on campus across both north and central campus. Buildings must agree to sponsor installation costs. Week wasn’t enough time to get all of this done, we have had students talk to us. Short list is college of engineering buildings, school of music, cc little building, dental school building. We didn’t include specific locations and we wanted to have flexibility. Barbara proved in 2011/12 she’s a strong project manager and it transfers to changes on campus. Survey results- single use water bottles went from 85 to 8 percent. Reusable went from 86 to 96 percent. We’re making a change in campus sustainability efforts.

1. David – Going forward publishing map or making map available so students know where water stations are now? A – They have on website and we have link.

ii. Proposed amendments

1. Zach – Missed an “and”, friendly

iii. Vote – Yes: 35 No: 0

iv. Motion passes unanimously

d. A.R. 5-014: A Resolution to Support the Maize and Blue Cupboard

i. Allie – Motion to send back to finance committee, seconded, approved.

XIV. Motions and Other Business

XV. Announcements and Matters Arising

a. Catherine – Please pick up trash and recycle and organize papers, bring out placards.


c. Ramon – Might relocate tomorrow to get food, I do research in EECS on north campus. Today a farmer gave me free chicken for my experiments. In return I said
I would promote heritage turkeys for sale. He’s super awesome. A heritage turkey is a turkey that can survive on its own. They eat alfalfa sprouts and can tend to have smaller breasts. ****Laughter****Makes for great cooking. $10/lb. Ferrari of turkeys. I have email and phone number and I recommend you check them out.

d. Allie – Maize and Blue was tabled back to finance committee, if anyone wants to talk find me after the meeting.

e. David – Exec noms are meeting this Sunday. I’ll send out email. This Thursday prescription drug meeting at 4pm in social work building. Meeting with Wolverine Wellness rep on Tuesday.

f. Cam – She spoke yesterday on race and ethnicity, the other day she was on the bus and student approached her saying we’re sharpening our knives. That’s very scary. These issues are very real and as leaders on this campus we need to try to combat those things.

g. Lucky – Alex and her group did a great job preparing this event, I don’t feel comfortable having a member appointment, have to send out repeated emails for assembly members to participate, these events are important and when Alex goes out there standing by herself and I don’t see anyone else on assembly there it makes me feel bad. There are people who sign up and don’t show up…you made a commitment it’s very simple. People put in work and it unfair to them.

h. Jacob – What time is finance meting? 9:15. On behalf of election director: Ballot approved. Elections begin in 2 hours. Last for full 48 hours. Vote at vote.umich.edu. All student have one thing to vote for, DPS oversight.

i. Alex – Thanks Lucky. Thanks for those who came out. For those that came thank you it shows you guys care a lot. I took down uniqnames of concrete things we could change. We as exec can decide on issues will move forward with.

j. Sean – Thanks for reps who came to the race and ethnicity feedback forum on Monday. Will be another meeting Thursday 5:30pm-7:30pm in LSA Student Government on ground floor of Mason. Very important that we’re able to provide feedback to the administration. Were surprising the administration with strong feedback.

k. Noah – Please stick around if authors to sign.

XVI. Closing Roll Call

XVII. Adjournment – 10:11pm